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Nowhere is hand-craftsmanship 
more evident than in Harden’s 
broad range of finishes. From 
the initial hand-sanding to the 
final hand-rubbing, each piece is 
subject to our rigorous standards. 
Only after a piece meets a strict 
final inspection for clarity, depth 
of color and consistency does it 
bear the name Harden.

The company’s meticulous 
multi-step finishing process is the 
reason why Harden finishes are 
considered the best in the world. 
Every finishing step is panel-
matched for color consistency.

Steps to Fine 
Finishing
•  Pre-Inspection — A 

technician’s use of a hand-held 
lamp during visual inspection will 
expose natural minor defects 
for touch-up before the piece 
reaches finishing. 

•  Hand-Sanding — Only a 
careful and thorough hand-
sanding can provide the depth 
and clarity of a Harden finish. 

•  Inspection — A complete 
inspection confirms the piece is 
ready for color application. 

•  Toner — Harden’s NGR (non-
grain raising) toner provides the 
piece with an even base coat 
and color for the balance of the 
finishing process. 

•  Wash Coat — A diluted sealer 
allows proper stain penetration 
for a consistent finish and 
accurate color. 

•  Wash Coat Sand — Wash 
coat sanding removes excess 
wash coat and dust particles to 
prepare the surface area for the 
wiping glaze. 

the finish story

•  Glaze Application — This 
stage of the finishing process 
provides the foundation of the 
desired color, with each piece 
closely examined and stained to 
match. 

•  Color Inspection — The finish 
is fine-tuned using color tints to 
match a precise color standard 
before clear coats are applied. 
Highlighting, antiquing and 
feathering require additional 
time. 

•  Drying Oven — The drying 
oven extracts solvents and 
cures the glaze consistently. 

•  Sealer Application — The 
first barrier between wood and 
lacquer, the sealer acts as a 
primer to stabilize the wood 
grain. 

•  Sealer Oven — This 
oven cures the sealer with 
temperatures reaching 110–
115°F. 

•  Sealer Sanding — This step 
smooths out grain that may 
have raised during previous 
finish steps, and prepares the 
surface for lacquer. 

•  Lacquer (1st Coat) — The 
first coat of lacquer is a crucial 
building block in all of our 
finishes except Burnished Oil 
where this coat serves as the 
final coat. 

•  Drying Oven — The third 
drying step cures the first coat 
of lacquer evenly. 

•  Inspection — This critical step 
assures that the piece is ready 
for its second coat of lacquer. 

•  Lacquer (2nd Coat) — The 
foundation is now set for the 
final coat of lacquer. 

•  Drying Oven — This fourth 
step cures the lacquer evenly. 

•  Inspection — This level of 
inspection is the Finishing 
Department’s last opportunity to 
make any finish adjustments. 

•  Lacquer (3rd Coat) — This 
final top coat application 
provides the piece with the 
sound surface protection that 
our customers are looking for.

•  Drying Oven — Harden’s air 
curtain and enclosed dryer oven 
prevent dust from contaminating 
the final lacquer coat.

•  Inspection — After each piece 
air dries overnight, a Harden 
rubbing specialist inspects it 
for quality assurance, and to 
determine the best method(s) 
for rubbing.

•  Machine-Rubbing — A 
variety of rubbing and sanding 
machines are used to produce 
the desired texture and sheen.

•  Hand-Rubbing with Steel 
Wool — A rubbing specialist 
makes any necessary 
adjustments to ensure 
consistency and accuracy. 

•  Inspection and Final Hand-
Rubbing with Wax — To take 
the process a step further, a 
final application of wax gives 
each piece a smooth, consistent 
surface, highlighting the wood 
tones.

Why Harden is the Finishing Specialist

NOTE: Finish images indicate 
approximate color only and 
do not represent exact color 
matches, sheen levels, or physical 
distressing techniques.
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cherry finishes (standard finishes)

Dusk
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A warm gray finish with intense clarity that pops the grain 

of cherry, curly maple and wormy maple.
 

Dunhill
• No distressing standard*
• Brass hardware standard
•  A brown cherry finish has impressive clarity and grain 

character.
 

Cocoa on Cherry
•  No distressing standard*
• Tarnished hardware standard
•  Rich, dark brown finish. 

 

Champagne
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A light, hand-antiqued finish with dark glaze residue in all 

recessed areas.
Not available on carved upholstery frames.

Cambridge
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Darker red tone finish with depth, clarity and wood grain 

highlights.
 

Burnished Oil
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A dry, hand-waxed finish with a very light lacquer coat.
Not available on carved upholstery frames.
 

Brandywine
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  More formal finish with warm red tones that highlight the 

natural color of solid cherry.

Bordeaux
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  NuClassic’s signature rich, dark finish. Our darkest stain 

and glaze finish offering excellent grain character - also 
looks great with nickel hardware option.    

Acorn
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Superior depth and clarity highlighted with a modest 

amount of dry brushing on edges and water spotting to 
suggest age.

Dusk on Cherry
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cherry finishes (standard finishes)

* NOTE: Minimum Light Distressing is required on the following collections:  • Bristol Channel • Cabinetmaker's Cherry • Continental Crossing

A NOTE ON CABINETMAKER'S CHERRY PIECES: Hand-planed physical distressing is standard on all Cabinetmaker's Cherry pieces (except those in Curly Maple), regardless of finish selection.

Westport
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Warm golden brown tones.

Vintage
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Darker highlighted finish with rich brown tones. 

Storm
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A full fill-finish with a cool gray undertone - also looks 

great with brushed nickel hardware option.
 

Spice on Cherry
•  No distressing standard*
• Tarnished hardware standard
•  Medium brown shade. 

 

Estate
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Medium-tone finish, warmed by cherry’s natural red tone.
 
 

Natural
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A clear, full-lacquered finish over cherrywood, designed 

for more traditional designs.
Not available on carved upholstery frames.

Havana
• No distressing standard*
• Brass hardware standard
•  A rich dark finish with deep brown undertones. The 

depth and clarity highlights the natural grain character of 
the wood.

Mystic
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A more formal version of Burnished Oil.
Not available on carved upholstery frames.

Graphite
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Rich, gray finish with cool gray undertone with clarity to 

highlight woodgrain on cherry, curly maple and wormy 
maple.
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A NOTE ON CABINETMAKER'S 
CHERRY PIECES: Hand-planed 
physical distressing is standard on all 
Cabinetmaker's Cherry pieces (except 
those in Curly Maple), regardless of 
finish selection.

Saranac
•  Heavy distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Scraped edges, rounded corners, 

vermicular impressions, small dents, 
scratches, splits and a few tear outs.

Old Tavern
•  Light distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  A hand-waxed finish with areas of 

burnishing and artistic antiquing.

Nutmeg
•  Heavy distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Blackened edges with distressed marks 

and a waxy patina.

Great Camps
Available on Cabinetmaker's Cherry only.
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom 

distressing.
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Hand-planed,  scraped edges, rock dents, 

lava scratch, vermicular impressions.

Flax
•  Standard with custom distressing.
•  Tarnished hardware standard
• Dark glaze residue in recessed areas
•  The transparency of this finish accentuates 

the natural characteristics of the wood 
grain.

aged cherry finishes (standard aged finishes)

Farmhouse
Available on Cabinetmaker's Cherry only.
•  Heavy distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Characteristics include worn edges, 

crackled lacquer, random dents and 
gouges - hand-planed.

Cognac
•  Heavy distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Characteristics include worn edges, 

crackled lacquer, and random dents and 
gouges.

Aged Acorn
•  Custom distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Season splits, worm holing, worm tracking, 

softened edges.

Spring Creek
•  Custom distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Scraped edges, rock dents, lava scratch, 

vermicular impressions.

Sonoma
• Heavy distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
• Waxy finish
•  A warm light brown finish with golden 

highlights and dark glaze hang-up in 
recessed areas.
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Mason
• Custom distressing standard
•  Artistry hardware standard
•  Light gray finish with darker highlights 

which intensify the open grain of Ash.

NOTE: Can also be used on the Kristin 
(Oak / Rustic) group in the Bedroom 
Beginnings Collection
 

Lava
•  No distressing standard
•  Artistry hardware standard
•  A gray stained open grain finish.
 

Flannel
•  No distressing standard
•  Artistry hardware standard
•  Warm, gray tone with white highlights to 

accentuate the open grain.

Cocoa
•  No distressing standard
•  Artistry hardware standard
•  Rich, dark brown finish designed to 

accentuate the open grain character of ash.
 

ash finishes (artistry collection)

Graphite
•  No distressing standard*
•  Bright brass hardware standard
•  Rich gray finish with cool gray undertone and exceptional 

clarity to highlight woodgrain

Storm
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A full fill-finish with a cool gray undertone.

Dusk
•  No distressing standard*
• Brass hardware standard
•  Warm gray finish with intense clarity

Old Tavern
•  Light distressing standard
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  A hand-waxed finish with areas of burnishing and artistic 

antiquing.

Champagne
•  No distressing standard*
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A light, hand-antiqued finish with dark glaze residue in all 

recessed areas.

maple / curly finishes

Oyster
•  No distressing standard
•  Artistry hardware standard
•  Multi-step open grain finish that is 

exceptionally warm and deep.

Spice
•  No distressing standard
•  Artistry hardware standard
•  Medium brown open grain finish.
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Pumice
• Custom distressing standard*
• Brass hardware standard
•   Taupe color

Cobble
•  Custom distressing standard
• Brass hardware standard
•   Gray color with darker undertones.

oak / rustic finishes

* NOTE: Minimum Light Distressing is required on the following collections:  • Bristol Channel • Cabinetmaker's Cherry • Continental Crossing

A NOTE ON CABINETMAKER'S CHERRY PIECES: Hand-planed physical distressing is standard on all Cabinetmaker's Cherry pieces (except those in Curly Maple), regardless of finish selection.

maple / wormy finishes

Storm
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom distressing
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A full fill-finish with a cool gray undertone.

Autumn
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom distressing
• Brass hardware standard
•  A warm, red finish that highlights the characteristics of 

wormy maple.

Champagne
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom distressing
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A light, hand-antiqued finish with dark glaze residue in all 

recessed areas.

Dusk
•  No distressing standard*
• Brass hardware standard
•  Warm gray finish with intense clarity

Graphite
•  No distressing standard*
•  Bright brass hardware standard
•  Rich gray finish with cool gray undertone and exceptional 

clarity to highlight woodgrain
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Slate
•  No distressing standard
• Scottsdale hardware standard
•  Rich, dark finish designed to accentuate 

the natural grain character of oak

Moravian
•  No distressing standard
•  Scottsdale hardware standard
•   Exceptional figuring of quarter-sawn oak 

is accentuated in this classic, medium 
tone open grain finish.

Holton
•  No distressing standard
•  Scottsdale hardware standard
•  Classic dark open grain finish that is a 

dramatic combination of formality and the 
distinctive grain of quarter-sawn oak.

Sandstone
•  No distressing standard
•  Scottsdale hardware standard
•  Light, pickled finish designed to accentuate 

the natural grain character of oak

oak / scottsdale finishes (scottsdale 2600 collection)

Sepia Walnut
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom distressing
•  Brass hardware standard
•  A medium tone with a slightly warmer ground.

Natural Walnut
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom distressing
•  Brass hardware standard
•  No stain or glaze is applied, allowing the clear lacquer 

top coat to highlight the natural pattern and color, with 
exceptional depth and clarity.

Bison Walnut
•  No distressing standard
•   Brass hardware standard
•  A warm medium brown walnut finish. The clarity of the 

finish accentuates the grain characteristics of walnut.

Carob Walnut
•  Standard with hand-planing and custom distressing
•  Brass hardware standard
•  Our darkest walnut finish with additional pigment added 

to balance the grain color and accentuate the rich brown 
tones of walnut lumber.

walnut finishes (cabinetmaker's cherry collection)
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Antique Sterling
•  Custom distressing standard — rock dent, soften edges
•  Painted hardware standard
•  Hand-burnished, antiqued, lightly distressed finish. 

Replicates the color and texture of sterling silver.

Antique Pearl
•  Custom distressing standard — light physical distressing, 

scraped edges
•  Painted hardware standard
•  Hand-glazed antique white with underlying texture, heavy 

hand-brushing, crackle in worn/aged areas.

Agean
•  Custom distressing standard — light distressing, scraped 

edges
•  Painted hardware standard
•  Extensive dry brushing, hand-glazing and delicate gold 

tipping.  

hand-painted finishes

Metallic Fog
• Heavy distressing standard
• Brass hardware standard
•  Layered gray painted finish with heavy distressing and 

metallic flecks.
 

Midnight
•  Worn edges with cut throughs on edges only
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Mimics antique black

Platinum
• No distressing standard
• Brass hardware standard
• Rich gray metallic paint

Silver
• No distressing standard
• Brass hardware standard

Luna
•  No distressing standard
• Brass hardware standard
•   Works well as a contrast finish, especially with Bordeaux.

Dover White
•  Custom distressing standard — light physical distressing 

with worn edges and small dents
•  Tarnished hardware standard
•  Antiqued with a special hand-wiping process.

decorative paint finishes NOTE: Decorative Paints are available on most items with an upcharge — 
see current Harden Price List for details.

(cont.'d)
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Tortoise
•  No distressing standard
•  Special hardware treatment standard
•  A three-dimensional appearance that mimics the 

translucence of a true tortoise shell.

decorative paint finishes NOTE: Decorative Paints are available on most items with an upcharge — 
see current Harden Price List for details.

Classic Cherry's 706 Highboy shown 
in optional contrasting finishes — 
case in Acorn Finish, drawers in 
Tortoise Finish.

Linden
• No distressing standard
• Tarnished hardware standard
•  Layered gray painted finish with a more casual textural 

look.

Sundance
•  Custom distressing standard — scraped edges and 

delicate gold tipping
•  Painted hardware standard
•  Warmly colored, burnished, hand antiqued with medium 

distressing. 

Keltic
•  No distressing standard
•  Painted hardware standard
•  This finish is an antiqued white with dimensional surface 

accents.

Hatteras
• Custom distressing standard
• Brass hardware standard  
•  Creamy white paint custom distressed with an antique 

waxy sheen.

Blackberry
•  Custom distressing standard — scraped edges, rounded 

corners, vermicular impressions, small dents, scratches, 
splits, a few tear outs, worn and crackled lacquer.

•  Painted hardware standard
•  Black paint with red undertones.

Barnboard (special charge applies)
•  Custom distressing standard — open joints, chip outs, 

saw marks, sand to soften aging and smooth edges and 
corners, rock dents.

•  Painted hardware standard
•  Multiple layers and varied colors of texture.
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finish information / specifications

Combination Finishes
Products may be ordered with combination finishes, such as a Dining Table base with a contrasting top.

If two distressed finishes are ordered on the same piece, each finish will carry its own level of distressing, as follows:

Example #1:  Dining Table ordered with Dover White base and Nutmeg top will be finished with Light Distressing on the 
base and Heavy Distressing on the top.

Example #2:  577 Goddard Library Cabinet ordered in Estate (no distressing) with Antique Pearl (physical distressing) 
interior. Only the interior will be distressed.

Additional charges are applied to all Combination Finish orders.

Discontinued Finishes
Harden will provide any discontinued finish. Keep in mind that cherrywood darkens with age and slight variations in color 
do occur over time. To insure a correct match, a sample should be provided. A special charge will be applied for all 
discontinued finish matches.

Light Finishes
When any product is finished in one of our lighter finishes, each piece is initially consistent in color. However, as the cherry 
solids age, they can darken in their own unique manner.

Unfinished
An allowance will be made on any case good item ordered unfinished.

Catalyzed Lacquer
All Harden finishes are catalyzed for durability.

Physical Distressing
Physical distressing is determined by the specified finish. There are four levels of distressing offered:

LIGHT  Worn edges, small dents. 

MEDIUM  Worn edges, small dents, scratches, woodpecker holes, splits, and worm tracking. 

HEAVY  Scraped edges, rounded corners, vermicular impressions, small dents, scratches, splits and a few 
tearouts. 

HAND-PLANED  ONLY AVAILABLE on Cabinetmaker’s Cherry Collection.  
Hand-planed large surfaces, scraped edges, small dents, scratches, vermicular impressions, and a few 
tearouts. 

Physical distressing may be ordered special on finishes where distressing is not standard. Desired level of distressing 
must be specified.

NOTE: Additional charges are applied to all non-standard Physical Distressing selections.

Please refer to the current Harden Residential Price List for information on additional charges.

Please contact the factory for availability of non-standard finishes — a proof panel may be required for 
approval.
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special finish options

Special Match System
If required, Harden can match the 
finish of your new purchase to a family 
treasure or other pre-existing item in 
your home. As long as a sample is 
provided, we can develop a finish, 
document it for our records, and 
provide you with a panel for your final 
approval. An identification number is 
assigned and recorded in our system 
in the event the same finish is required 
on a future purchase.

Benjamin Moore Paints
The full range of Benjamin Moore Paints is available. Please provide desired Benjamin Moore paint chip (or chip number) 
with your order. Please note that all Benjamin Moore Paint orders are standard with no distressing. Additional charges are 
applied — please see price list for details.

In cases where complicated finish techniques or multi-color applications are requested, a special match panel may be 
required - please see price list for details. 

Gold and Silver Leafing
The application of leafing would be in the form of flakes along top molded edge, top corners of case where there is 
ornamentation, raised areas, or carved details like the 1519 Upholstered Bed, and drawer edges if molded or beaded. 
Dining and carved chairs would be leafed on any surface that has carved detail with more emphasis on the top third, and 
a significant concentration on any prominent carved detail and center of the top rail.

Any special application will require a detailed drawing, price quote and approval.

It is suggested that specific 
instructions accompany all 
orders for leafing. Harden is 
not responsible for situations 
where customer’s expectations 
are different from the standards 
outlined above, or where 
additional instructions have not 
been provided.

Please refer to the current 
Harden Residential Price List 
for information on additional 
charges.

3507-079 Sofa with optional Gold Leafing on carved frame shown.
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hardware finish

Harden's team of designers select hardware 
standard for each item by calling on design 
history as well as current trends. In most cases, 
you may select the hardware finish (see below) to 
coordinate with your style preference.

Depending on the specific boring requirements 
of your product selection, other hardware design 
options may be available — please contact the 
factory for details.

Hardware Finish Options
•  Brushed Nickel — This finish is a beautiful 

complement to more transitional styling, such 
as Harden's Natural Transitions or NuClassic / 
Classic Cherry designs. Availability is limited — 
contact factory for available hardware styles.

•  Antiqued — Hardware is lacquered and 
hand-buffed to achieve the matte/dull finish of 
antique brass.

•  Tarnished — Brass hardware is placed in an 
acid bath, then hand-buffed to create a worn, 
black patina'd look. 

•  Shiny Brass — Standard with a number of 
Harden's cherry finishes, traditional brass with a 
gloss appearance.

Hardware Selection
Because of a wide range of hardware installation 
methods, hardware styles are not necessarily 
interchangeable. If you are interested in using 
hardware that is not standard on your product 
selection, please contact the factory to ensure 
compatibility with your furniture selection.

BASIC TERMS FOR FURNITURE HARDWARE
Bail — The hanging handle element on a drawer pull.

Bail Pull — A bail handle which swings from the two posts to create a drawer pull.

Backplate — A flat or curved metal plate that is attached to the wood.

Boring — The center to center distance between the posts of a drawer pull.

Escutcheon — In common usage, a metal plate with a keyhole.

Posts — The element that attaches pull components to the drawer. For example, a 
drawer pull has two posts holding a single bail handle.

Post Fitting — This is the traditional/historic method of mounting a drawer pull 
using a nut on the inside of the drawer to fasten hardware. 

Machine Screw Fitting (MSF) — The machine screw fitting mounts a drawer pull 
by putting a rounded-head machine screw through the hole from the inside. This 
screws into an internally threaded post on the hardware. Nothing protrudes into the 
drawer.

Brushed Nickel 

Antiqued 

Tarnished 

Shiny Brass 
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nailhead trims (not shown actual size)

Items that are standard with nail head trim are marked accordingly in our Upholstery Catalog. Optional nail head trims are available on 
most styles covered in fabric or leather. The placement of nails varies on each frame and is dependent on frame construction under the 
cover. Nails can be “staggered” in application (e.g. -3/4" spacing between nails). Specify your requirements for staggering, otherwise the 
factory will use its discretion.

NOTE: Nail head trims shown at approx 200% of actual size. Due to color variances when printing, the colors you see may 
not be the exact representation of the finish color.

Antique — 3/8" 
(dull antique finish)

Small Rustic — 3/8" 
(dull stipple finish)

Hammered — 1/2" 
(dull hammered finish)

Diamond — 5/8" 
(dull steel finish)

Small Pewter  
Hammered — 5/8" 
(dull hammered finish)

Star Medallion — 7/8" 
(dull steel finish)

Large Chrome — 7/8" 
(silver finish)

Large Pewter  
Hammered — 7/8" 
(dull hammered finish)

Scalloped Pewter — 7/8" 
(dull pewter finish)

Large Rustic — 3/4" 
(dull stipple finish)

Small Pewter — 7/16" 
(satin pewter finish)

Decorator — 3/8" 
(shiny finish)

Stainless Steel — 3/8" 
(bright steel finish)

French Natural — 3/8" 
(dull lacquer finish)

Turquoise — 3/8" 
(turquoise stone) 

*additional charge*

Gilt Bright Brass — 3/8" 
(bright brass finish)

Large Pewter — 7/8" 
(satin pewter finish)



As you walk through the doors of our showroom in McConnellsville, NY, you’ll  
see why Harden is such a highly regarded name in the home furnishings industry. 
Our timeless designs and exquisite craftsmanship blend with any decorating 
theme, be it casual or formal, and are welcome additions to any home.

Our showroom hosts will be happy to answer any of your questions concerning 
fabrics, dimensions, wood finishes, etc. and are eager to help you find just the 
right pieces for your home or office. When you’ve decided on your selections, they 
will connect you with your nearest authorized Harden dealer to complete your 
purchase. (For a comprehensive listing of Harden dealers, visit www.harden.com)

The showroom is open daily Monday 
through Saturday, and our popular 
Harden Factory Tour is conducted 
every Wednesday.

We are located in the heart of New 
York State, 15 miles north of the New 
York State Thruway, just off Route 13 
between Vienna and Camden.

We look forward to seeing you…

welcome to the world of 

C A B I N E T M A K E R ’ S  C H E R RY  C O L L E C T I O N 15

HOURS:

Showroom
Monday–Friday
10AM–5PM* 
Saturday 10AM–3PM*
• excluding holidays 

Factory Tour  
Every Wednesday
10AM*
• approx 1 hour in length 
• meet in showroom
•  excluding holidays and 

annual Factory Shutdown 
(first 2 weeks in July)

* hours subject to change — visit www.harden.com or call 315-245-1000 x271 for current hours and information



Since 1844, Harden Furniture has 

combined a dedication to craftsmanship 

with a responsible approach to the 

environment. By practicing responsible 

long-term forestry, Harden is able to 

maintain a healthy reserve of raw materials 

while supporting recreation, habitat and 

wildlife diversity. Harden received Silver 

Exemplary Status from the Sustainable 

Furnishings Council (SFC).

In addition to forestry preservation, Harden 

has been active in other environmentally 

sensitive areas. The use of ozone 

depleting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 

in the manufacturing of upholstery 

foams is one of the key issues currently 

challenging the furniture industry. Despite 

the added expense, Harden responds 

to this concern by using only foams 

produced with “ozone-friendly” materials. 

At Harden, the environment is not a new 

issue. It’s been part of our thinking for 

generations, and is part of the legacy that 

we leave future generations.

Harden Furniture LLC
8550 Mill Pond Way, McConnellsville, NY 13401-1844

(315) 245-1000 • Fax (315) 245-2884
harden@harden.com • harden.com10% Total Recovered Fiber / All Post-Consumer Fiber

Planning 
for future 
generations…

11/2017  Printed in the USA

metal finishes
NOTE: Due to color variances when printing, the colors you see may not be the 
exact representation of the finish color.

Black
A true deep black finish.

Shimmer
A satin silver tone with a 
fine grained powder coat 
that combines durability and 
consistent color.

Etched Black
Natural steel contributes to 
the base color with an artistic 
hand padded application of 
carbon black to provide depth 
and dimension.

Pearl Gold
A satin gold tone with a fine 
grained powder coat that 
combines durability and 
consistent color.

Mocha
An architectural bronze color 
with hand-applied, artistic 
burnishing.
(Shown on 1430 Corey Drew 
Sideboard hardware)

Brewer Bronze
An smooth matte bronze tone 
with a fine grained powder 
coat that combines durability 
and consistent color.

Dark Bronze
A deep rich bronze tone with 
a fine grained powder coat 
that combines durability and 
consistent color.

Aged Copper
Dark aged copper highlights

Frost
Bright pewter hues

Prairie
Dark pewter hues

Linseed
Natural steel contributes to 
the base color with an artistic 
hand padded application of 
tawny brown to provide depth 
and dimension.
(Standard finish for 
Cabinetmaker's Cherry)


